
 

 
 

 

 
 

SPRING NEWS 

BULLETIN 
 

A warm welcome to all new and existing members of East Scotland 

Butterfly Conservation and to others interested in the conservation 

of butterflies and moths in our region.  We hope you find this 

quarterly news bulletin a useful round-up of interesting articles, key 

dates for your diary and important contacts. The East Branch 

committee wish you a good start to Spring – officially sprung on 

20th March - as we eagerly wait to see those first butterflies! 

Upcoming events 
 
As we are still living with the Covid-19 pandemic there are no in-

person Branch events confirmed for the foreseeable future. 

However, BC staff are running a number of online training 

workshops (via the Zoom platform) in butterfly, moth and 

wildflower ID over the coming months, visit here to find out more. 

Please visit the East Scotland webpage for full details on events 

listings, or by following us on Facebook.  

 

BRANCH AGM 

The Branch AGM will take place on Saturday 29th May at 10am, 

and will be hosted over Zoom. Keep an eye for an invitation being 

sent to you via email! 

 

 

 Moth Night 8th – 10th July 2021  

The theme of this year’s Moth Night event is reedbeds and 

wetlands, which provides a wonderful opportunity to showcase the 

importance of these habitats for insects at the height of the 

summer. For more info click here  

https://butterfly-conservation.org/events/scotland
https://www.facebook.com/EastScotlandButterflyConservation
https://www.mothnight.info/


 

 
 

 

 
 

Northern Brown Argus – the survey in the 
Borders continues! 

    

A huge volunteer effort over recent years means that we’ve reached a stage where many of 

the known sites for this butterfly have been looked at and mapped, but there remain quite a 

few still to be surveyed, some of them known to be important. 

  

Details will be circulated to all who volunteer and there will be support throughout the season. 

We are now converting survey data into conservation actions both at site level and more 

fundamentally with Forestry Scotland for example. Just one or perhaps two visits to a site 

during June and July is all that’s needed, so if you’re interested in helping please contact Barry 

Prater barry@prater.myzen.co.uk and you’ll get on the circulation list. 

 

Written by Barry Prater 

Northern Brown Argus (Credit: Barry 

Prater) 

We can also offer 

opportunities to seek out 

additional colonies based 

on areas with Rock-rose, 

but no butterfly records, for 

people who would like a 

challenge and tread new 

ground. 

Edgar’s Cleugh – perfect habitat for the 

butterfly (Credit: Barry Prater) 
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Perthshire News 
We are still all locked down and sadly it is hard to plan field events for the current butterfly 

season.  Please keep your eyes on the BC events page for details of upcoming events, many 

of them will be on-line.  The advantage of this is that you can participate however remote your 

abode.  Depending on the Covid situation, some field trips or moth trappings may become 

possible later in the season and if so, these will be advertised as above. 

  

 

This has been done in the Borders with great results.  We do hope that those who have taken 

part in our survey and training days at Lundie Craigs and are experienced egg-hunters will be 

keen to follow-up with this. 

   

It will also be rich in other species of butterflies and day-flying moths, quite apart from the 

diverse fauna and flora of other taxa. New volunteers will of course be welcomed with open 

arms (so to speak). An on-line training session is in the process of planning by Tom Prescott. 

Watch out for further details of these initiatives!      Written by Cathy Caudwell 

NBA, Dunsinane Hill – the Sidlaws – August 2016 

(Credit: Cathy Caudwell) 

Volunteers on Kinnoull Hill – the Sidlaws – 

2016 (Credit: Cathy Caudwell) 

Following on from our earlier site 

surveys and hunts for the 

Northern Brown Argus in the 

Sidlaws, David Hill of BC and 

Chris Stamp of Perthshire are 

planning to map these sites in 

greater detail. This is with a view 

to cataloguing the sites, 

contacting landowners and 

ensuring their long-term 

protection. 

There are also still many 

historical sites in other parts of 

Perthshire and Angus to be re-

investigated. If it does become 

possible, we will repeat the 

survey day and NBA egg counts 

at Lundie as usual, the time for 

this is in early to mid-July. You 

can be sure that on visiting any 

NBA site you will have a great 

day 

https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch


 

 
 

 

 
 

Monitoring Rare Moths 

There are many rare moths across the UK and we are lucky to have some real specialists in 

the East Scotland branch area. For many of the rarer species there is a need to increase our 

knowledge of how populations are faring and we are looking to undertake surveys and 

monitoring to better understand species distribution, ecology and how populations are 

changing in abundance over time. To tackle the latter item in this list we are currently working 

on developing new monitoring methodologies for macro and micro moth species. This will help 

contribute to the conservation of the selected species and contribute to a rare moth indicator 

trend across the entire UK. Currently there are only two Scottish species providing data to this 

indicator, the New Forest Burnet and the Slender Scotch Burnet, neither of which are found 

in the East branch area. 

In 2020 monitoring was trialled for a few species including Mountain Burnet and Kentish 

Glory. This involved counting adults and egg batches respectively. For the former the 

monitoring worked really well and a number of sites 

have been set up with transects and timed counts 

routes for volunteers to walk. The species is charismatic 

and flies on nice sunny days in the hills, making this 

perfect for the sun lovers or the hill walkers amongst us. 

Interest in the species has also increased and a new 

colony was found in 2020. There is the potential for 

many more to be found in the remote corners of the 

eastern Cairngorms. Trials for Kentish Glory worked 

well too, but will require a bit more work this year to 

answer questions about timings and how best to 

monitor sites with larger areas of habitat.  

In 2021 a few new species will be added to the monitoring trials including Narrow-bordered 

Bee Hawk-moth and the bearberry specialist moths such as Small Dark Yellow Underwing, 

Netted Mountain Moth and Bearberry Case-bearer (Coleophora arctostaphyli.) 

 

Bearberry Case-bearer leaf mine 

(Credit: Patrick Cook) 

Mountain Burnet (Credit: Patrick 

Cook) 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Trialling the monitoring will help us learn a lot about these species and investigate if reliable 

data can be generated to produce abundance trends. For some species this may not be 

possible but we would like to encourage surveys of these scarcer species anyway so any 

records produced will be valuable. 

The great thing about monitoring moths is that there are many different methods available to 

use, reflecting their diverse life histories. This means whether you like being out on a warm 

summer’s day counting adult moths or on your hands and knees looking for caterpillars there 

is something for you. If you are interested in getting involved with some of the species already 

running or some of the trials for 2021, or if you have already been monitoring a moth or would 

like more details in general please do get in contact at pcook@butterfly-conservation.org. 

 

Written by Patrick Cook, Butterfly Conservation Ecologist 

 

Moth & Butterfly Survey opportunities in 

Aberdeenshire - 2021 

 

There are several survey opportunities to get involved in, in the northern part of the branch 

area this spring/summer. If you are in or plan to visit Deeside and the Cairngorms, you may 

be interested in joining ongoing surveys for two rare moths as part of the Rare Invertebrates 

in the Cairngorms project (hosted by RSPB & Butterfly Conservation as a partner) - Kentish 

Glory (associated with young birch – adults/eggs can be found in April-May and caterpillars 

May-July) and Dark Bordered Beauty (larvae feed on aspen - adults fly mid-July-late August). 

For more information contact genevieve.tompkins@rspb.org.uk 

Also, in the Cairngorms, you could help search for and count Small Dark Yellow Underwing, 

Netted Mountain Moth (both on the wing by day in May), Bearberry Case-bearer 

(Coleophora arctostaphyli) (leaf mines and sometimes larval cases can be found from winter 

into May) - all occur on moors with bearberry, their larval foodplant. Tom Prescott recently did 

an online workshop on these bearberry-feeding moths and can make his presentation 

available to anyone interested in finding them – contact tprescott@butterfly-

conservation.org. Later on, you might like to look for and monitor the Mountain or Scotch 

Burnet, only known in the UK from a few hills around Braemar (flies late June-early July). See 

Patrick Cook’s article on Monitoring Rare Moths and contact him for more details on monitoring 

any of these species: pcook@butterfly-conservation.org 

Patrick also mentions monitoring trials for the Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth; in 

Aberdeenshire there are scattered records of this species, quite a few of which are recent. 

mailto:pcook@butterfly-conservation.org
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank


 

 
 

 

 
 

However, these have been chance sightings, often of moths visiting flowers in gardens and 

we have not yet found any breeding sites in the area, so as well as looking out for day-flying 

adults in May-June, it would be good for volunteers to look for caterpillars in suitable habitat - 

unimproved grassland, including wet acidic pasture, acid bogs and drier heaths with devil’s-

bit scabious (larval foodplant) in late July-early August. You may know of such sites or we can 

suggest places to try – contact Helen Rowe: helen.rowe@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 

Some of you may have attended Tom Prescott’s recent clearwing moths online workshop; one 

of the species featured was the Large Red-belted Clearwing, associated with mature birch 

woods, where its caterpillar feeds in recently cut birch stumps and logs and the moth flies by 

day in mid-May-June. Most records in East Scotland are from Aberdeenshire, but these are 

scattered and the small wasp-mimic moth is rarely seen without the aid of pheromone lures 

that replicate the female’s scent. Lures can be purchased quite cheaply and can be very 

effective in attracting males. Contact Tom for more information or Helen Rowe for suggestions 

on where to look for this species. 

We’d also like people to search for the Wood Ants Clothes Moth (Myrmecozela 

ochraceella) in June/July to find out more about this micromoth that inhabits wood ant nests 

in open upland pine or birch woods, feeding on detritus in the nest. There aren’t many records 

of this species, which are mostly in the Cairngorms and very few recent ones, but Patrick Cook 

found one near Braemar last year. The moths are known to sit in vegetation around ant nests 

and can be found at dusk by torchlight, flying around nests or by tapping the vegetation, but 

may also be found by day - bee smokers and cigars have even been used to smoke them out 

(but we don’t recommend taking up smoking and don’t want to encourage anyone to 

accidentally start a forest fire!) Light-trapping isn’t recommended as you’re likely to attract 

more ants than moths! Contact Patrick for more details. 

For butterfly enthusiasts, we need more searches for and monitoring of Northern Brown 

Argus in June-August (adults & eggs). 

 

Most known Aberdeenshire sites are upland or coastal and 

some are very small and vulnerable to habitat loss, e.g. 

through over- or under-grazing – the butterflies don’t stray 

far from their larval foodplant, common Rock-rose. Ideally, 

we would like a single-species transect established for the 

species on one of the bigger sites in the area with weekly 

visits through the flight season, but timed counts or egg 

counts that may only need one visit are also an option - 

contact Helen Rowe for more details.   

Northern Brown Argus 

mating pair (Credit: Helen 

Rowe) 

about:blank


 

 
 

 

 
 

The new Species on the Edge project of which Butterfly Conservation is a partner may also 

have opportunities for baseline surveys of NBA and Small Blue on parts of the Aberdeenshire 

coast (mainly Banffshire) – contact David Hill for more information: dhill@butterfly-

conservation.org. Searches for Large Heath in July and habitat assessment surveys are 

needed on lowland raised bog sites as part of BC’s contribution to NatureScot’s Peatland 

Action project and some of these sites are in the Banffshire/Buchan and also Kincardineshire 

areas of Aberdeenshire – contact Polly Philpott for more information: pphillpot@butterfly-

conservation.org 

 

Written by Helen Rowe - Countryside Ranger (Marr), Ranger Service  

 

Fife & Clackmannanshire Spring Update 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in records from last year. We have been busy over the 

winter verifying these and Gillian has created distribution maps of each butterfly species in 

Fife and Clackmannanshire using data from 2010 to 2019. These will be updated annually and 

are a great resource. If you would like to see the maps get in touch at: 

Fifebutterflies@outlook.com  

There are many ways records can reach us; here is the link to the BC East Branch website 

page on recording. If you scroll down you will find the updated recorder spreadsheet - this can 

be downloaded easily and we would appreciate recorders using this if sending records in on 

a spreadsheet. 

 

We look forward to receiving your records for 2021 - many exciting opportunities ahead! Where 

will the Wall pop up next? Will a new Northern Brown Argus colony be found? How many 

Purple Hairstreak colonies will be located? We rely on you to keep us informed! 

 

Update on the Grayling and Lunar Yellow Underwing Project  

 

Early last March we had a couple of days at Tentsmuir with Butterfly Conservation experts 

Tom Prescott and Sharon Hearle, looking for Lunar Yellow Underwing (LYU) larvae, and at 

the quality of Grayling and LYU habitat. After consultation with interested parties Tom 

developed management proposals aimed at improving the habitat for both these species. 

Sadly, due to coronavirus, little happened last year other than UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme 

transect monitoring when restrictions were eased. 

mailto:dhill@butterfly-conservation.org
mailto:dhill@butterfly-conservation.org
about:blank
about:blank
mailto:Fifebutterflies@outlook.com
https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/east-scotland-branch/recording-butterflies-and-moths


 

 
 

 

 
 

   

 

If you are interested in volunteering to help with either practical conservation work and/or 

butterfly recording at Kinshaldy or Earlshall please do get in touch by emailing us at 

Fifebutterflies@outlook.com 

 

Purple Hairstreak Plans for the summer  

We have been very lucky to enlist the help of Perthshire resident and previous county recorder 

for Fife and Clackmannanshire, Chris Stamp, to lead a Purple Hairstreak project in Fife and 

Clackmannanshire this year. 

 

Chris has been busy identifying potential Purple Hairstreak habitat using satellite images. He 

has drawn up a list of locations to survey, particularly looking for sites to target in each 10km 

square as shown on the map below. If you live near any of these sites and would like to get 

involved, please get in touch at Fifebutterflies@outlook.com and we will put you in contact 

with Chris.  

Grayling (Credit: Jim Black) 

Purple Hairstreak near Charlestown 2020 (Credit: 

Colin Edwards) 

The good news is that as soon as 

possible this spring NatureScot’s 

Marijke Leith, the National Nature 

Reserve Manager, is planning to 

create several trial areas of bare 

ground to encourage Grayling and 

LYU. Monitoring of Grayling 

numbers will continue this year on 

the transects and the wider 

Tentsmuir and Earlshall area. 

mailto:fifebutterflies@outlook.com
mailto:fifebutterflies@outlook.com


 

 
 

 

 
 

 

We plan to run a Purple Hairstreak training evening (when the butterflies are most easily 

observed) in the week of 19th July at a site where Purple Hairstreak have been seen recently 

in west Fife. Details to come in the next East Branch e-news. The training will prepare 

volunteers to carry out surveys for this elusive species elsewhere during warm evenings in 

August.  

Written by Gillian Fyfe and Elspeth Christie 

 

Finding Fife’s Secret Butterfly 
 

During 2020, the Purple Hairstreak’s status just across the Tay in south Perthshire and 

Dundee changed from ‘rare’ to ‘common’ in just a few weeks. This is probably not because 

the butterfly suddenly spread from its very few known strongholds, but rather because a small 

number of recorders experienced a revelation that it could be found anywhere that there are 

mature pendunculate (common) oaks, which is of course one of our most widespread tree 

species. 

 

It all started when I decided optimistically to check bluebell woods at Ardblair near Blairgowrie. 

Despite the species never having been recorded there, it turned out that they were just as 

numerous as they were at the ‘classic’ Purple Hairstreak site at Kinclaven bluebell wood. After 



 

 
 

 

 
 

discovering them easily at more new locations that same evening, the penny dropped that it 

was recorders with the relevant knowledge that were scarce, not the butterflies! 

I spread the word, and further searches by keen butterfly hunters proved that to be very much 

the case – even long-time butterfly surveyors were finding to their surprise that Purple 

Hairstreaks could be found very close to home, not just at a few special oak woods. The trick 

is just to know that they can be found, and that they fly in the evenings, high in the trees. 

Butterfly enthusiasts are usually looking downwards, during the hottest part of the day, in 

which case Purple Hairstreaks remain entirely undiscovered. 

 

Duncan Davidson and Colin Edwards have also made some significant sightings in west Fife 

in recent years and there seems every prospect that Purple Hairstreaks could be found much 

more widely across the county, in the same way that they were in 2020 across the Tay. As 

such we hope to make a dedicated effort to search for them across all of Fife in 2021 and 

hopefully make some significant discoveries. 

 

 

Written by Chris Stamp 

 

Hedgerow oaks near Perth: recently discovered to be very suitable Purple 

Hairstreak habitat (Credit: Christ Stamp) 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Northern Brown Argus at Kincraig 2020 – a 
stunning butterfly summer 
I have been surveying the transect at Kincraig Point near Elie in Fife, a rocky outcrop on the 

north side of the Firth of Forth, since 2013. It follows the Fife Coastal Path from the wooden 

steps at the beach, on up the steep hill to the top of the cliff and along to the abandoned 

concrete hut beyond the wireless mast. Amongst the many varieties of wild flowers found here, 

there is extensive Rock-rose, the larval plant of the Northern Brown Argus butterfly. 

 

There were 2 dreadful fires in 2013 and 2014 which at the time, I thought, threatened the very 

existence of the butterfly in this specialised habitat, but happily it has survived and gone from 

strength to strength. We live a couple of miles inland and once travel restrictions were eased 

at the end of May it became the main focus of my butterfly summer of 2020. On my first post-

Lockdown visit (29th May), the day I went to put up the butterfly information signs, I counted 

31 Small Heath along the transect. 

Despite the indifferent weather I visited Kincraig as often as possible during the peak flight 

period from June to August. The flight period lasted from 20th June to 20th August, and I 

recorded 284 Northern Brown Argus along the transect route during that time.  

My abiding memory of the season comes from 2 amazing days, one being ‘Super Saturday’ 

the 20th of June, when in a glory of renewal I saw Northern Brown Argus in 5 out of 6 of the 

transect sections, all freshly emerged and flying with the beauty of new life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I almost gave up the transect at that point, thinking, ‘that’s enough for me’ but decided to carry 

on and everywhere I looked there was the butterfly in all its glory. The day count of 45 included 

another mating pair at the side of the Coastal Path down towards the foot of the cliff. 

Right at the start of the walk there 

were 2 Northern Brown Argus 

settled about a metre apart, then 

one (the male) flew up and 

fluttered over the female and 

within seconds they had paired 

up, flown across the path and 

mated. 
Northern Brown Argus mating pair – 20th June 2020 

(Credit: Hamish Johnston) 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Could this ever be bettered? Yes! The following Wednesday, 24th June, after 3 days of cloud 

and rain, I visited Kincraig again and witnessed a mass emergence! I had never imagined that 

the phrase a ‘blizzard of moths’ could have been applied to this wariest and most evasive of 

butterflies, but there they were flying in such unimaginable abundance 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Later in the year, on 24th July, I watched a female Northern Brown Argus quietly and 

unobtrusively laying an egg on Rock-rose. One of the egg hunting challenges at Kincraig is 

that there is just so much Rock-rose, but I eventually found eggs in Sections 1, 2 and 4. 

I also looked more closely at potential sites close to the Coastal Path. On windy days I found 

the butterfly sheltering along the field edges on the landward side of where the Coastal Path 

runs along the top of the cliff. The ‘square’ beyond the end of the transect heading towards 

Shell Bay (NT 465997) is, I now realise, the core of the ‘west colony’. I recorded 59 Northern 

Brown Argus there between 20th June and 24th July. 

 

During my first visits the Elie Holiday Park at Shell Bay was still closed to visitors. It was an 

eerie sensation and brought home the full effects of the Lockdown, but it opened again in July. 

The Coastal Path itself was relatively quiet in late May and June, and throughout the season 

it was mainly day visitors and walkers, with a few Coasteering groups seen in July and August.  

The discussions I had with Fife Coast and Countryside in late 2019 resulted in a local 

agreement to reduce path side strimming in the areas where the Rock-rose grows, and this 

proved successful this year. Optimistically this will increase the areas available for the butterfly 

to lay its eggs. 

It was hot and still, with hardly a breath 

of wind, low tide and only a few other 

walkers. It was the most incredible day, 

probably one of the best of my entire 

butterfly life. I counted 103 adults along 

the transect, plus another 15 in the 

square beyond the end of section 6 (NT 

465997). 

Freshly emerged Northern Brown Argus 

(Credit: Hamish Johnston 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although the colony of Northern Brown Argus at Kincraig is the largest known in Fife, there 

are historical records from other locations. Some of these were visited in 2019 and the 

presence of the butterfly in Kinghorn, Pettycur and Burntisland was confirmed, after many 

years without records. In 2020 the butterfly was found at Monks cave, near Aberdour, the first 

record for this location. The historical records have been mapped out, together with records 

of former known sites of Rock-rose, and local members are invited to explore these areas 

further to see whether the butterfly and/or Rock-rose is still there. Further details from: 

Colin Edwards colin.edwards@forestry.gov.scot 

or Hamish Johnston hamishjohnston@btinternet.com  

with all survey results being sent to Fifebutterflies@outlook.com  

Written by Hamish Johnston 

The final flourish was on 20th August when 

I saw (and photographed) a Northern 

Brown Argus, which obligingly flew past at 

head height and then settled in front of me, 

and 10 minutes later the first Wall I have 

recorded at Kincraig. 

Northern Brown Argus – 20th August 2020 

(Credit: Hamish Johnston) 

Wall butterfly at Kincraig – 20th August 2020 (Credit: 

Hamish Johnston) 

about:blank
about:blank


 

 
 

 

 
 

Looking for the Northern Brown Argus 
butterfly in Fife - 2021 
The Northern Brown Argus butterfly was first recorded in Fife in 1835, when a Mr Tutt 

recorded it at Flisk. The most important site currently known in Fife is at Kincraig, near 

Earlsferry, however there are historical records from other locations as well. Several of these 

were surveyed in 2019 and updated sightings were received from Kinghorn, Pettycur and 

Burntisland, some after a gap of 25 years in records. A new site was found at Monks Cave, 

Aberdour in 2020.  

It would be great if we could find volunteers to check out some of the other locations where 

the butterfly has previously been recorded (below) but not seen for several years, and also 

areas where Rock-rose has been found, to see if it is still there, and to look for signs of 

Northern Brown Argus, either adults or eggs. 

 
Any local members who would be willing to adopt an area to survey in 2021 would be 

wonderful. Select your site, choose a nice sunny day between late May and August and go 

and have a look!  

Just let Colin Edwards scotspinenut@hotmail.com know which area you will be looking at, 

and send the results of your surveys to Gillian and Elspeth at Fifebutterflies@outlook.com  

because whether or not you find Rock-rose or Northern Brown Argus or any other butterfly, 

every bit of information will help.  

Those undertaking the surveys will be doing so at their own risk and will need to take 

responsibility for accessing locations according to the Outdoor Access Code.  

about:blank
mailto:Fifebutterflies@outlook.com


 

 
 

 

 
 

As Rock-rose often grows in steep and sometimes inaccessible places - do not put yourself at 

any unnecessary risk in carrying out the surveys.  

Make contact with landowners if possible before visiting the sites. 

Wherever Rock-rose is found, there is always the possibility that the Northern Brown Argus 

butterfly may be found there too. The butterfly is small, has a short flight period and therefore 

could easily have been overlooked in the past, or just not seen! 

Information we need from your Northern Brown Argus and Rock-rose survey: 

Your name: 

Best contact (email / other): 

Site name: 

Reference number: 

Map ref: 

Date of visit: 

Rock-rose found:  Yes / No 

Was Rock-rose abundant / continuous / just present / rare or scattered plants?    

How large is grassland area? Is it managed or rough ground? Is it under any threat? 

Northern Brown Argus found:     Yes / No             

Numbers seen:                                                                         plus photos if possible 

Northern Brown Argus eggs found: Yes / No     Quantity:        plus photos if possible 

Please add details of any other butterflies seen:  

Many thanks 

Send to Fifebutterflies@outlook.com  

Acknowledgements: Fife Nature, Duncan Davidson, Glyn Edwards and Cathy Caudwell, 

Notes on Northern Brown Argus. 

Written by Hamish Johnston 

 

Transects – the 2021 Season is here 

2021 Recording Weeks 

A quick reminder that the UKBMS 2021 Transect Season (Week 1) started on 1st April – the 

season will run through to 30th September, so the recording week this year will run from 

Thursdays through to Wednesdays. Several of you have already been in touch to set up new 

transect survey sites or find existing ones. I am really pleased to announce that the new 

UKBMS website is now live! It has an interactive map with locations showing all our existing 

mailto:Fifebutterflies@outlook.com
https://ukbms.org/
https://ukbms.org/sites


 

 
 

 

 
 

transects. You can take on existing transects which need new walkers (the majority of the 

established transects in Scotland need some new help!) or set up your own. 

You can zoom in to where you live – at first you will see the numbers of transects, but when 

you zoom in further you will see the individual transects. This map shows two types of 

transects, labelled as Tran or BC. The Tran ones are the weekly UKBMS transects, whereas 

the BC ones are random locations that get surveyed twice per year only (Wider Countryside 

Butterfly Survey).  

When you click on the yellow icon you will see information about the transect, including its 

name and when it was last surveyed. If you find any close to you that weren’t surveyed last 

year there’s a very good chance that it needs new surveyors! Even those that were surveyed 

in 2020 do need more help though, so if you want to find out more about them just contact me 

Anthony McCluskey aMcCluskey@butterfly-conservation.org  and I will find out if the 

surveyors need help from you.  

Written by Anthony McCluskey, Helping Hands for Butterflies Project Officer 

 

 

The NEW UKBMS Website 

 
A lot of work has been going on behind the scenes to update the UKBMS website. The original 

scheme website dates back to the last century, an even the data entry website has now been 

running for 8 years. It has now been freshened up by our colleagues at UKCEH, and will be 

easier for us to keep up to date. 

  

The new website is now live at https://ukbms.org  The old website should re-direct you to 

the new address, but if you have any trouble then just go directly to this link and update your 

bookmark as necessary. We hope that you like the look of the new website, and we hope you 

have no problems in using it. Whilst the functionality has largely remained the same as before, 

the navigation menus are quite different, so it’s worth taking a bit of time to find your way 

around the new arrangement. 

  

We have tested the site extensively, but there’s always a chance there might be one or two 

teething problems. If you identify any problems, please do let us know and we’ll try to sort 

mailto:aMcCluskey@butterfly-conservation.org
https://ukbms.org/


 

 
 

 

 
 

them out as soon as we can.  Just a reminder that you can look for nearby transects on the 

UKBMS website, and to let me know if you’d like to take one on or set up your own (if you 

haven’t already contact me about it). 

 

Written by Ian Middlebrook - UKBMS Programme Lead 

 

Online learning 
 

Through the Helping Hands for Butterflies Project (funded by National Lottery Heritage Fund 

and NatureScot), BC staff member Anthony McCluskey has been running a series of online 

workshops, reaching hundreds of new and existing volunteers. Parts of the workshops were 

recorded and uploaded to youtube, where you can now view presentations on wildflower 

identification for butterflies and moths (covering five different habitats!), and on butterfly 

identification and recording. Happy watching!  

 

Northern Brown Argus in the Sidlaw Hills 
 

We are hoping to run surveys for the Northern Brown Argus in the Sidlaw Hills this summer, 

following the success of surveys for this butterfly in the Borders over the last few years. For 

more information and to get involved:  

Initial contact – David Hill dhill@butterfly-conservation.org or 01786 459813   

 

BC Scotland e-newsletter 
Don’t forget that BC staff in Scotland also produce an e-newsletter – read the latest here! 

  

https://ukbms.org/sites
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLoJK9yKJP42hyM403R3TkothUT_EWZMo
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLoJK9yKJP42hyM403R3TkothUT_EWZMo
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLoJK9yKJP43uTQr0ZcqGUsVN5Lun-g_U
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLoJK9yKJP43uTQr0ZcqGUsVN5Lun-g_U
https://butterfly-conservation.org/sites/default/files/2021-03/E-news%20Spring%202021.pdf


 

 
 

 

 
 

Website 

We have an excellent website packed with information – find out which moths are on the wing 

near you or how to submit your records. Visit us at http://www.eastscotland-

butterflies.org.uk/ 

Facebook 

 

Thanks to volunteers our Facebook page is kept up to date with beautiful photos and facts all 
year round. It’s also the best place to stay informed on events occurring in the branch. You 
can find us under the username @EastScotlandButterflyConservation and why not join our 
East Scottish Moths or East Scottish Butterflies groups for ID help and discussion. 

 
Twitter and Instagram 
We’re present on Twitter and Instagram too, so if you prefer to use these platforms, give us a 
follow us at @BCeastscotland. You can also view our news feed without having an account! 

                
@BCeastscotland              @bceastscotland 

 

Featured Photo - Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth 

 
We welcome newsletter submissions from all members. If you would like to contribute, please 

email eastscotlandbcmedia@gmail.com – The Summer newsletter will be published in June. 

(Credit: Norah Campbell) 
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